Genetic factors and suppression of metastatic ability of prostatic cancer.
Progression of prostatic cancer from nonmetastatic to high metastatic ability may involve the loss of a metastasis suppressor gene. To test this possibility, nonmetastatic and highly metastatic Dunning rat prostatic cancer cells were fused. Hybrid clones were isolated which conserved the chromosomes from their parental cells. When these hybrids were injected into animals, none developed distant metastases. When these nonmetastatic primary tumors were passaged in vivo, occasional animals developed distant metastases. Cytogenetic analysis of eight of these metastatic revertants demonstrated a consistent loss of a copy of a normal chromosome 2. Although previous studies have demonstrated that specific chromosomes can inhibit tumorigenicity in cell fusion experiments, this is the first study to show that prostatic cancer metastasis is associated with the loss of a specific chromosome. Furthermore, these studies suggest that a metastasis suppressor gene for rat prostatic cancer is located on chromosome 2.